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Not Recommended
1.0 hrs last two weeks / 972.6 hrs on record (0.4 hrs at review time)
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Updated: 11 Oct, 2020 @ 4:28am

10,000 hours to master a skill, right? I should have learned to play piano. This game has been
so mismanaged for so many years, the current situation of the login server being
inadequate/non-functioning isn't a surprise - at all. Now I hear from friends that some wurm
vets and even WU devs (some of the communities best modders & WU admins) are being
banned for silly things like speaking truth on the WO Forums. 

This was such a great game too, it's a real shame. But hey, maybe fire up a few more 'new'
servers and squeeze a bit more cash out of unsuspecting folks. That counts as a 'fix' to
unrelated problems, right? 

Don't waste your time - or money - on this one. 

Edit: After replaying the launch, the same issues plague this game (complete lack of
meaningful decay in skills & items, broken global mechanics that haven't been fixed for years,
etc.) it's very clear this game will continue down it's path of persistent world with ladder-style
cash grabs opening a new server when they need funding, leaving in the wake piles of old
servers where nothing is scarce, there is no challenge, and the game becomes very boring and
very stale very quickly. 

Wurm markets itself an MMO with robust trading, etc. but after a couple months of a server
being open, due to no decay, no limits on running alts, and a lot of injected PTW features, a
few power players inevitably end up owning all the important trading frachises in the game, all
the commodities build up, and nothing is worth anything. 

It's a shame, but until those things are fixed this game dies a quick death. My original
recommendation stands, if you're looking for an actual interactive MMO with trading where you
can carve out a niche for yourself, skip Wurm. It's got nothing to offer but single player/small
group play.
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Rauthr 25 Jul, 2020 @ 9:03am 

What a reasonable response to critique you've got there, big man.

Werwolf 25 Jul, 2020 @ 5:28am 

Go back to COD, little boy
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